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Preface
Researching a Revolution: 1978–1979

WHEN I FLEW TO IRAN IN JUNE 1978, I did not know I would be conducting field research abo
a revolution. My study was originally to have been about agricultural credit systems in rural Iran
shed light on processes of change in social, political and economic relations in an Iranian village. Th
ten prospective village fieldwork sites I visited near Shiraz, capital of the southwestern province o
Fars, seemed to fall into three categories. Villages close to Shiraz demonstrated a new prosperity du
to employment opportunities in and near the city. Other villages prospered due to land reform an
mechanized agricultural irrigation. A third category of village was characterized by poverty and th
absence of able-bodied men. These settlements had not benefited from land reform and were f
enough away from Shiraz to prevent villagers from commuting for work. Men moved away to fin
work, leaving mainly the elderly and less able living in the home village.
In one of these latter settlements, my family and I and the two staff members from Shira
University kind enough to escort us were served tea and watermelon in an open area among th
ramshackle mudbrick homes. We ate, swatting away the many flies, watched quietly by barefoo
children in tattered clothing who knew the treat was not for them. The little group of villagers talke
with us about their need for water and the inequity of the land distribution. One slight old ma
(actually probably about 55) pleaded insistently with us to convey the village’s needs to the provinci
governor, to ask him to at least give them a paved road. The road to the nearby town was impassib
during the rainy season because of thick mud. Women experiencing trouble in childbirth had die
because they couldn’t be brought to the town only a few kilometers away. I passed this plea on to th
highest official I could, but with little hope of benefit.
In late summer we settled in Aliabad, a relatively prosperous village close to Shiraz. A bus line t
the outskirts of the city meant my then-husband could get to Pahlavi University (now Shira
University), where he had a Fulbright teaching position for the year. I was directed by the gendarmer
(rural police) office in Shiraz to present my letter of research permission to the captain of th
Qodratabad gendarmerie station 2.2 kilometers (about 1.4 miles) from Aliabad. The captain took m
to the home of Mashd1 Musa Saedi in Aliabad with the suggestion that we reside in his home. When
explained that I wished to live in the “old village” within the village walls, he took us to the home o
another government representative in the old village. Then I used the excuse that his courtyard was n
tiled and I was concerned about my one-year-old child, Karima, playing in the dirt. When th
gendarmerie captain took us to the home of Seyyid2 Yaqub Askari, whose courtyard was tiled, I didn
know what to say. The appearance of his courtyard told me he was a member of the village elite. I
fact, he was the de facto village boss and main government representative in Aliabad, I learned late
no matter who formally held offices. We rented three rooms in his courtyard 3 for the first half of ou
period in the village. After the Revolution, when the gendarmes were no longer in control and in fa
no center of control in Shiraz was effective, I felt free to change my residence to another courtyar
The second half of my stay I lived with neighbors sympathetic to the local uprising against Seyy
Yaqub’s powerful brother, Seyyid Ibn Ali Askari.
Because I wished to conduct research in a village in the midst of changing economic relations, I ha
hoped to live in a smaller and more remote settlement, but Aliabad, with its history of politic
significance and conflict and many residents’ activism during the revolutionary period, turned out t
be a fruitful site.

Aliabad was a village of some 3,000 then, a population in constant flux as villagers moved awa
and others returned. Many villagers came back from Shiraz and elsewhere to build urban-style home
in the “new village” across the highway from the old walled settlement. The convenient trav
between Aliabad and Shiraz, as well as the nearby factories and construction sites, were among th
reasons for the relative prosperity of residents. The plentiful availability of jobs in the late 1970
meant that few households in Aliabad were extremely needy. This relative economic prosperit
resulted in a major research challenge for me. I could not find any girl living nearby whose fami
needed money enough to overcome the stigma against females working. Time available fo
interviewing was minimized and frequently interrupted while I gave attention to my still-nursin
daughter and cared for my household. The 18-month grant, instead of the more typical 9-mon
research period, from the Social Science Research Council and the American Council of Learne
Societies was all the more welcome to me—a mother as well as a researcher.
In addition to its relatively large size and its prosperity resulting from close proximity to Shira
Aliabad was unusual in having facilities not ordinarily found in Iranian villages. Aliabad had bee
chosen by the national government to be somewhat of a model village and had water piped into man
courtyards, piped natural gas, electricity, a full elementary school and a clinic.4
In spite of the limiting and awkward position of living in the courtyard of the village boss,
attempted to get acquainted with villagers. Meeting the Askaris’ relatives and associates was no
difficult. Rana, social leader of the informal group of seyyid women and wife of Seyyid Yaqub’
nephew Seyyid Enayat Askari, soon became a friend. Rana hosted the meetings led by personnel from
the conservative Religious School of Zahra in Shiraz. In the nearby courtyard of Seyyid Ayyub
Seyyid Yaqub’s father’s brother, I became acquainted with Seyyid Ayyub’s son Seyyid Kazem, a
gifted political analyst, and with members of other households in the courtyard who in turn broug
me into contact with still more relatives. Seyyid Ayyub’s youngest daughter brought her nephew
Hushang Amini, who attended Tehran University for a few months before it closed, to meet me. In th
way, contact was established between me and Haidar Amini’s family, several of whom proved to b
important informants. This family was respected and connected to several village factions y
remained relatively neutral regarding the Revolution5 and the post-revolutionary uprising again
Seyyid Ibn Ali Askari. Family members were well-informed about village history and curren
conflicts. Because of their status and political neutrality, they did not seem to fear negative resul
from association with “the Americans.” In retrospect, I suspect that the sight of Haidar Amini’s so
Behnam escorting the American family to his father’s home at dinner-time must have helped shield u
in the sensitive period right after the Revolution. The family of Haidar Amini was one of the fe
families who continued to associate with us during that time.
When I needed a chador (a semicircle of cloth used as an enveloping veil) and a couple of pairs o
the loose pants worn by village women at home, Seyyid Yaqub’s wife, Rezvan, sent for Esmat Ajam
a young widow and seamstress who did sewing for her, to come meet me. Esmat lived not far from th
Askaris with her two sons; her widowed mother, who brought cloth from Shiraz to sell; and he
married brother who ran a tailoring shop in Shiraz. The Ajami home was a center of activity; wome
dropped by to buy cloth from the mother, often sewed by Esmat into chadors; loose pants for me
women and children; infant layettes; and traditional women’s clothing. Esmat’s brother, wh
commuted to Shiraz, and relatives visiting from Shiraz kept Esmat informed about events in the cit
The weekly visit from the religious narrative chanter was another source of information. With he
quick, analytical mind and able verbal skills, Esmat questioned visitors about happenings in th
village and in Shiraz. Sifting and combining stories, she could then produce a full, rich account of
particular event. Her experience and skills were most helpful to me, especially after the hostages we
taken at the American Embassy in Tehran on November 4, 1979, and subsequently when thos

villagers who did not know me well hesitated to tell me about ongoing political happenings. Esmat
in-laws were important organizers in the local struggle against Seyyid Ibn Ali Askari, then the large
owner of Aliabad land, and she was frequently called upon to serve tea at meetings of the oppositio
Although basically illiterate then, Esmat was a repository of religious stories and descriptions o
village customs. Once she quietly confessed to me that she too was interested in asking older peop
about village history and social customs and had done so when she was young. As she mature
however, she was told this was not seemly, so she stopped her inquiries. Esmat Khanum 6 became on
of my most important informants and, during my visits between 2003 and 2008, was a highly skille
and knowledgeable research assistant as well as my closest friend.7
Although I was discouraged by Seyyid Yaqub and his wife, I also sought out peasants and forme
heads of agricultural groups to interview. When I moved to another courtyard after the Revolution,
became easier to have contact with peasants and with members of the opposition to the Shah
government and to Seyyid Yaqub Askari and Seyyid Ibn Ali Askari. Several times I visited the hom
of Shaikh Rahim Kazemi, leader of the opposition and earlier a supporter of the Tudeh Party an
Prime Minister Mosaddeq, and became friendly with his daughter. Especially after Seyyid Ibn Ali wa
put in jail, villagers became more open and less fearful in describing for me their suffering at h
hands. The effect of residing in Seyyid Yaqub’s courtyard—and of being an American and thu
connected whether I liked it or not with the Pahlavi regime and its agents and sympathizers—wa
never entirely removed. My association with the seyyids was regular whereas my interviews with th
opposition were somewhat sporadic. Partly due to research conditions, contact with the members o
current and earlier oppositional movements, peasants, commuters and migrants living in Shira
remained relatively limited. Although I set eyes on Seyyid Ibn Ali Askari once or twice when he wa
visiting his brother’s village courtyard and at one or two family picnics, I never conversed with hi
personally, nor was I even introduced to him.
During the first two or three months of my stay in Aliabad, I continued with my original researc
plans, interviewing people on the political and economic history of the village and learning somethin
about current political and economic organization, divisions within the village, politically powerf
persons and economic, political and social relations with persons outside the village. I visited me
working in orchards, vineyards and wheat fields. I looked into both agriculture and trading.
By October 1979, though, it became impossible to avoid preoccupation with the state of th
Revolution. Like many others in the village, I did not miss the BBC radio news broadcasts on Iran an
could talk of nothing but the political situation. It was a strain to live under such circumstance
especially because of my long-time association with Iran and deep concern about many dear Irania
friends as well as the fate of the society. (I had served as an English high school teacher in the Peac
Corps in northwestern Iran from 1966 through 1968 and had made several study trips to Iran sinc
then.) The near future was fraught with uncertainty. There was a daily death toll during the month
leading up to the fall of the Shah’s regime, and a sad and frightening barrage of news about violen
government encounters with revolutionary forces. Each day began with the short BBC morning repor
All day long, thoughts and conversations centered on the uprising as I exchanged information an
evaluation with everyone I encountered. The last thing at night before trying to sleep was listening
the 45-minute BBC Persian newscast—with the radio on battery power and in lamplight becaus
employees of the government Office of Electricity turned off the electricity every night all over Ira
to show their support for the revolutionary movement.
My previous experiences in Iran had left me predisposed to be sympathetic to the revolutionar
movement. Repression and violence by Mohammad Reza Shah Pahlavi’s 8 government against th
Kurds, discussions with Iranian social scientists who suffered from persecution and lack o
intellectual freedom, and observations and conversations during visits to Iran during 1966 to 196

1971 to 1972, and the summers of 1970 and 1977, as well as contact with Iranians in the United State
left me anticipating a revolution at some point—but not this soon. Because of my sympathies,
participated in movement activities. I entered into conversations, listened to tapes and exchange
information. (I had learned to speak Persian in 1966.) I joined with other women in evening marche
and in shouting political slogans in Aliabad, and then when some of the village women began going t
Shiraz for marches, I went with them. There, to prevent me from getting separated from them, m
friends tied corners of their chadors to mine or protectively formed a barrier by walking in a circ
around me. I interviewed villagers about their experiences and attitudes about demonstrations an
confrontations with armed forces in Shiraz, and recorded incidents in the village related to th
Revolution, interviewing participants and others. Gradually it became clear my research would focu
on the Revolution rather than on agricultural credit.
In January and February 1979, the period before the fall of Prime Minister Shapour Bakhtiar’
government, I was invited to come to the daily morning Qoran classes for females at the mosqu
including discussions about Islam and the Revolution, taught by a prayer leader from the religiou
center of Qom stationed in the village at the time. Women took me to the mosque for evening prayer
often followed by a rousing speech on the revolutionary movement or Islamic government. Of course
took notes on everything.
For a long time it was difficult to communicate with the outside world. Employees of the post
service went on strike for several months before February 11, 1979, and employees of the governmen
telephone and telegraph services were on strike too. Once in a while we could send a letter wi
someone leaving the country. Immediately after February 11, the day the Shah’s government fell,
joined the long lines of people waiting at the telephone office in Shiraz, again open for service, to ca
and reassure loved ones outside the country. Even after the Revolution and the end of the strikes, ma
was slow and erratic. For a time the borders were closed to adult males trying to leave the country, s
even the use of personal couriers was restricted. In spite of their suffering during the revolutionar
period, exacerbated by my inability to communicate with them, my supportive parents never onc
asked me to come home but left me to decide for myself what was safe and whether to continue m
research.
My American citizenship and the revolutionary conditions of the fieldwork period restricte
research in several ways. The greatest research challenge was the constant and overwhelmin
suspicion that I was a spy, probably a CIA agent, or that I was in Iran to work for American interest
This suspicion had a greater impact on my research during specific periods. The worst point wa
during the two or three months after the return of Ayatollah Khomeini from France to Iran o
February 1, 1979, and the February 11 collapse of Mohammad Reza Shah Pahlavi’s regime. Iranian
sympathetic to the revolutionary movement were pleased to have the interest and involvement o
foreigners before the fall of the regime, but immediately after the success of the Revolution, a ma
concern was the possibility that the CIA would assist other forces in bringing back the Shah. Peop
remembered 1953 and feared a modified replay of the CIA-engineered coup that overthrew popular
elected Prime Minister Mosaddeq and returned the Shah to power. Revolutionary activists wer
preoccupied with fear that their hard-won Revolution would be reversed. Every American wa
suspected of being a CIA agent. This suspicion was encouraged by a barrage of anti-America
propaganda on radio and TV and in the press. Villagers wondered why we had stayed in Iran whe
other Americans had been evacuated. A few Aliabad people thought I was indeed a sociologist o
anthropologist but had been sent to study Iranian agriculture so the US imperialists could cause i
further deterioration and create even greater markets for their own products. Or they thought I ha
been sent to study Iranian culture and society and help plan how to keep Iranians entertained wi
other activities and out of politics.

Just before the success of the Revolution on February 11, I had been attending evening meeting
including revolutionary speeches, and a morning Qoran class at the mosque. After the Revolution,
continued for a couple of weeks. Then a friend, Mohammad Amini, told us a group of villagers fe
antagonistic toward us and wished to attack and burn our home, take our possessions and carry u
bodily out of the village. Mohammad was able to persuade this group that if we could obtain a lett
from the religious authorities in Shiraz certifying our harmlessness we should be allowed to stay.
we could not, he suggested to us—before he himself stopped interacting with us due to concern for h
own revolutionary credentials and effectiveness in the revolutionary movement—we should leav
Through an American anthropologist married to a man from Shiraz, I was able to meet the daughter o
an important religious figure. This woman trusted me and arranged an interview with her father. Th
two of them appreciated research on revolutionary Islam, a main focus of my research by then—an
of my anticipated book—and promised to do what they could to obtain a letter for me.
While waiting for the letter, I did not attempt any research. One day at the height of the negativ
feelings against us, I packed all of my research notebooks into a big bag and left with my family
stay with friends in Shiraz for a couple of days. During these few months of our stay in Aliabad, w
suffered the unhappiness of being suspected by those who had previously befriended us. Only three o
four families in the village would talk to us. My then-husband especially was insulted and shouted
in the alleyways of the village and on the bus going into town, “Go home, American.” He was heckle
and threatened, usually by young men, while in Shiraz. In Shiraz, a young man on a motorcycle used
slingshot to shoot a bolt at an American woman, a friend of ours, while she was out walking with he
husband and two young children, raising a great bruise. This incident, in addition to reports about th
few Americans, high-level military and business officials, who had been killed in Iran, caused us som
worry about our personal safety and that of our young child. Such experiences, plus the continu
suspicion directed at us, had a detrimental effect on my research even after the situation had calme
down to some extent. I assumed a cautious approach, becoming immediately sensitive to any signs o
hesitation in a potential informant.
Although my gender left me with the time-consuming “women’s work” of caring for a child an
household, and with less freedom for research, at this time, being a women was an advantag
Villagers were less concerned about my potential political harmfulness. I could continue to visit wit
my close female friends, who as women were also assumed to be apolitical. They were not suspecte
of collaboration but were rather seen as sympathetic and hospitable to the American woman in the
midst. During these uncomfortable times, if a few days elapsed when I did not see the compassiona
Rana, she would send her little daughter after me. (Sadly, when I returned in September 2003, after a
absence of almost 24 years, this dear person was confined to bed and had trouble speaking; she ha
suffered a series of strokes.) Still welcome in several homes, I could at least sit and listen
conversations about ongoing national and local events. Driven to ask questions and take notes abo
something, I turned to customs. I asked women about their activities connected with life-cycle even
and other social occasions and commemorations. Quite by accident, then, the major role of women
maintaining social relations, and thereby political alliances as well, was revealed to me.
Eventually, the letter Mohammad Amini had advised us to get was provided. I took it to M
Rohani, the visiting mulla (preacher, religious specialist) from Qom. The letter was posted in th
mosque courtyard. Gradually, whether due to the letter or not, attitudes toward us began softening, an
by the summer wedding season we had been reintegrated into village society and were invited gues
at most marriage celebrations.
Some months later my Shiraz friend told me she had gone to the Islamic court, the Revolutionar
Committee, and her uncle, an even more important religious figure than her father; no one was willin
to sign a letter for the American woman researcher. Only her father could be persuaded to do this. A

he handed her the letter, she told me, he said, “You know what a chance I’m taking, don’t you?” I’m
grateful to him and others who helped me stay in Aliabad for another ten months of research afte
February 11.
A second crisis occurred in early fall of 1979. Karima, who was now two, and I took a trip t
Mahabad and Sanandaj in the Kurdish area of Iran. I thought it would be beneficial to get some ide
about Sunni10 attitudes toward the Revolution and Ayatollah Khomeini. Because I had lived i
Mahabad for two years as a Peace Corps volunteer 12 years earlier, it was also an opportunity to se
old friends. The Kurds as well as other ethnic groups had risen up against the government. Ayatolla
Khomeini declared jehad, holy war, against the Kurds. He ordered a major government attack o
Sanandaj on August 19, 1979, two days after I ended my two-week visit to Kurdistan. The army bega
its siege against Mahabad on August 20, 1979, and on September 3, took over this largest Irania
Kurdish city. Then the government began executing many Kurds. When villagers in Aliabad found ou
I had been in the Kurdish area, many of them jumped to the conclusion that I had been there as a CI
agent to signal the beginning of the Kurdish revolt. Their reasoning was not surprising as th
government radio, TV and press often repeated that the CIA had instigated the “problems” i
Kurdistan, to disrupt the revolutionary government and bring back the Shah as the British and th
American CIA had done in 1953. I was again unable to conduct much research for two or three week
until this suspicion died down.
A third point of difficulty in conducting research occurred after radical students took over th
American Embassy in Tehran on November 4, 1979, and seized 66 Americans as hostage
Government propaganda against America again began to have an effect. Although villagers did no
change in their courtesy toward me, suspicion persisted. At a dinner celebrating the return from Mecc
of a haji,11 someone asked when I was leaving. A young woman, a relative of the haji now living i
Shiraz, said quietly, “They’ll let her know before they start bombing, and that’s when she’ll leave.”
If villagers were not rude, fewer people were willing to talk openly with me. Toward the end of m
stay I was relying almost entirely on close friends to provide me with information on the ver
interesting political events taking place in the village.
Several of the radically anti-American young men in Aliabad were apparently spreading rumors th
I was working as a spy for the local landlord. Although pleased to have me present taking photo
during the takeover of Seyyid Ibn Ali Askari’s land on November 2, 1979, later on participants feare
I would show the photos to the Askaris to identify those who had joined in this activity. Leaders of th
village-level “revolution” were reluctant to discuss their strategies and activities in the battle again
the landlord and his supporters. Although I was actually sympathetic to the local uprising, th
problem was compounded by the fact that I had lived in the courtyard of Seyyid Ibn Ali’s brothe
Seyyid Yaqub, during the first half of my stay.
At the same time, by then I was not on good terms with Seyyid Yaqub and his family. Now tha
contact with Americans had become a political liability instead of an advantage, his son Seyyi
Muslem and Muslem’s wife, Mina, were not cordial to us as they had been before the Revolution. Ju
as for others, their association with us could only be detrimental to them at this point. As the loc
conflict escalated, some of Seyyid Ibn Ali’s relatives developed resentment against me because of m
apparent lack of sympathy for him. I did continue to occasionally visit several of the Askari wome
and others supporting the Askari faction, thereby leaving myself open to being called a spy by bot
sides, just as would anyone else who visited people on both sides of this local conflict.
People had to be concerned about their own reputations and standing in the view of others shou
they associate with me. Even those who trusted my motives feared divulging information and attitude
to me in case I would unknowingly or accidentally jeopardize their safety and welfare by passing o
such information to other villagers or persons in authority. Ever since I had first lived in Iran in 196

I had observed Iranians to be wisely cautious about revealing their political attitudes. Discussion o
politics did become amazingly open in Iran during the few months before and after February 11, 197
Many Iranians subsequently paid for their candor with their lives. This atmosphere of fear, insecurit
and suspicion shaped my research procedures far more effectively than any plans of my own. From th
beginning of my stay in Aliabad, I acted with restraint, leaving many questions unasked. Throughout,
felt almost like a human barometer, constantly evaluating the atmosphere for the current pressure o
suspicion before making decisions about what subjects could be covered and what questions could b
asked. I did not attempt a census, surveys or maps. My one attempt to use a questionnaire, abo
practices for celebrating the birthday of the Hidden Imam,12 was unsuccessful. In answer to m
questions about who did what and what amounts of money were involved, my prospective informa
gave noncommittal, vague responses such as “whoever felt like doing it” and “whatever amount o
money people felt like spending.” He clearly did not want to give me any specific answers, even o
such a seemingly innocuous subject.
Use of a tape recorder was likewise inappropriate. As reluctance to allow interviews to be recorde
was obvious, most often I did not even ask. Once early in the research I did ask and was give
permission, but during the discussion I sensed that the informant did not wish to touch on sensitiv
issues. He talked about vineyard tending practices. Somehow, Seyyid Yaqub Askari learned of th
recording session and jocularly asked me to play the tape because, he said, it would be fun to hear ho
the man’s voice sounded. As the man had made no incriminating comments, and refusing would ca
suspicion on him, I played it. Later I learned that this informant had lost all of his agricultural land
the Askaris during the conflict described in Chapter 2 and that he was “retired” and unable to wor
because of psychological problems, probably a nervous breakdown and depression resulting from h
failed struggle against the Askaris. This incident provided an illustration of why villagers wer
cautious about voicing their grievances and especially did not want interviews to be recorded. A
exception was when I was given permission to tape a lengthy interview, quoted in Chapter 5, wi
Seyyid Mostafa Askari about the 1978 Tasua and Ashura demonstrations.
My research was relatively undirected and relied mainly on the traditional anthropologic
techniques of participant observation and informal, unstructured interviewing. At some points I fe
the only way I could collect information was merely to take part in or listen to ongoing conversatio
with no attempt to ask questions or even nudge the subject of conversation. Instead of using
questionnaire approach and gathering information from a large number of people, I used a small circ
of informants who trusted me and I gathered case material and information on a large area of relate
subjects. To check the material, I asked the same questions of as many people as possible and elicite
descriptions of incidents from several people, often members of divergent factions.
Also because of the sensitive conditions, I was not able to travel much, to go to government office
for information or visit research institutes and utilize the work of Iranian social scientists. It seeme
best to stay right in the village as much as possible and avoid calling outsiders’ attention to myself.
In spite of the strain, uncertainty and difficulties of conducting field research during this turbule
period, it proved to be a valuable and memorable experience and the most fascinating 18 months o
my life. A Shirazi friend wrote to her sister in the United States, “You missed the best year of you
life!” Observing the dedication, respect for others, selflessness, cooperation and unity displaye
during the months of revolutionary fervor and the optimism and joy shown during revolutionar
marches left an impact not entirely removed by subsequent developments.
I am grateful for the courtesy and kindness of Iranians toward me and my daughter, Karima, a lon
American woman and child-in-arms, even while we were shopping near the American Embassy i
December 1979, several weeks after radical students took 66 Americans hostage, before we left for th
United States. (Karima’s father had left in July 1979.) When, against the advice of friends, I replie

truthfully to inquiries from strangers in Shiraz or Tehran about my nationality, the usual response wa
“Oh, we like Americans. It’s just their government we don’t like.” Back in the States, I could not hel
but note the contrast when I saw the great anger of many Americans directed against hapless Irania
students. Apparently Americans did not distinguish people from their government as easily as mo
Iranians did. During my visits between 2003 and 2008 as well, Iranians, even those who didn’t kno
me, showed hospitality to and delighted interest in an American.
To protect anonymity, the names of village residents, the research site and neighboring villages ar
fictitious.
In the interest of easier reading, diacritical marks are not used. I have transcribed Persian words an
names into English according to the way they are commonly spelled or the way they sound if n
found often in English writing. Persian language words used often, such as kadkhoda, are left un
italicized after introduction and are included in the glossary.
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Cast of Characters

Names used for villagers, as well as for the fieldwork site and surrounding villages, are pseudonyms.

Seyyid Ayyub Askari The old and, by 1978–1979, poor, formal head of the Askari taifeh.
Ezzat Wife of Seyyid Ayyub Askari.
Seyyid Ayatollah Askari Son of Seyyid Ayyub Askari; shopkeeper; one of the village peacemakers.1
Seyyid Ali Askari Son of Seyyid Ayyub; guard at the gravel pit.
Akhtar Askari Wife of Seyyid Ali.
Seyyid Morteza Askari Son of Seyyid Ali; supported the peasants or people’s faction against hi
father’s cousin, Seyyid Ibn Ali.
Seyyid Kazem Askari Son of Seyyid Ayyub Askari; gifted political analyst; usually unemployed
apparently due to back problems.
Seyyid Mostafa Askari Son of Seyyid Ayyub Askari; often away from the village on his job with th
Office of Malaria Control.
Sakineh Askari Younger daughter of Seyyid Ayyub Askari.
Seyyid Ibn Ali Askari
Son of a deceased brother of Seyyid Ayyub Askari; richest and mos
influential person from Aliabad; became largest landowner of the village when he bought village lan
before land reform; lived in Shiraz in 1978–1979.
Seyyid Yaqub Askari Brother’s son of Seyyid Ayyub Askari and Seyyid Ibn Ali Askari’s brother; d
facto head of the village and main government representative in Aliabad.
Rezvan Wife of Seyyid Yaqub Askari; not a native of Aliabad.
Seyyid Muslem Askari
Son of Seyyid Yaqub Askari; important figure in village politics an
economics.
Mina Amini Wife of Seyyid Muslem Askari and daughter of Mashd Yusef Amini.
Haj Ali Reza Amini Son of deceased sister of Seyyid Ayyub Askari and Mashd Yusef Amini’s
brother; right-hand man of the Askari brothers.
Mashd Yusef Amini Brother to Haj Ali Reza Amini and an important supporter of the Askar
brothers.
Mohammad Amini
Son of Mashd Yusef Amini; teacher and important young leader of th
revolutionary movement in the village.
Naser Amini Son of Mashd Yusef Amini and Mohammad Amini’s brother; policeman in Shiraz
married to daughter of the kadkhoda, Hamid Jehangiri; important supporter of the Askari brothers.
Haj Aqa Amini Another brother of Haj Ali Reza and Mashd Yusef Amini; supporter of the Askar
brothers.2
Fatimeh Askari Daughter of a deceased brother of Seyyid Ayyub; sister of Askari brothers Seyyi
Ibn Ali and Seyyid Yaqub.
Roqayeh Askari Younger daughter of Fatimeh Askari.
Ehteram Askari Daughter of a deceased daughter of Fatimeh Askari.
Jafar Askari Younger son of Fatimeh Askari.
Seyyid Enayat Askari older son of Fatimeh Askari.

Rana Askari Wife of Seyyid Enayat Askari; leader of the social circle of seyyid women.
Seyyid Asadollah Seyyid Ibn Ali Askari’s and Seyyid Yaqub Askari’s brother; in charge of Askar
gasoline pump and natural gas installation controlled by the Askari brothers.
Seyyid Rahman Askari Son of another deceased brother of Seyyid Ayyub Askari; employed as guar
in gravel pit partially owned by Seyyid Ibn Ali and his supporter during the post-Revolution uprisin
against him.
Seyyid Akbar Askari Distant relative of the Askari brothers; was a shoemaker and trader; bega
working for a nearby factory in 1979; capitulated to pressure from the anti-Ibn Ali faction, includin
his wife’s father, and joined their side.
Seyyid Husein Askari Local mulla; distant relative of the Askari brothers though he did not hav
much contact with them.
Haidar Amini
Son-in-law and former partner of Seyyid Ayyub Askari; trader and forme
sharecropper.
Behnam Amini Son of Haidar Amini; employee of the Office of Electricity in Shiraz.
Hushang Amini Son of Haidar Amini; accepted at Tehran University but returned to Aliabad durin
university strikes in support of the Revolution.
Kurosh (Cyrus) Amini Son of Haidar Amini’s brother; revolutionary leader among the local youn
men; stabbed in a crucial local incident before the Revolution; married Haidar Amini’s only daughter
Mohsein Saedi Son of Kurosh Amini’s mother’s brother; also wounded in the knifing incident.
Mehdi Married to the sister of Kurosh Amini and his assailant in the knifing incident.
Haj Khodabakhsh Shopkeeper and husband of Ali Reza’s and Mashd Yusef Amini’s sister as well a
their supporter; brother of Mehdi’s mother.
Shaikh Karim Kazemi
Leading religious figure and head of pro-Mosaddeq and pro-Tude
sympathizers in Aliabad; died not long after the Mosaddeq period in the 1950s.
Shaikh Rahim Kazemi Son of Shaikh Karim Kazemi; not actually a Shaikh but a retired scho
teacher who, with his father, was active in supporting Mosaddeq; important figure in pro
revolutionary village activity; initially perhaps the main leader in the local movement against Seyy
Ibn Ali some months after the Revolution.
Haj Manuchehr Zamani Last kadkhoda before the 1962 land reform; lived in Shiraz in 1978–1979.
Mulla Jamshid Ajami Former kadkhoda; died shortly before 1978.
Haj Ali Hemmat Hashemi Important leader of the pro-Mosaddeq movement in the village; lost h
land during the peasant strike; called upon to perform religious functions in the village; importa
leader in the movement against Seyyid Ibn Ali after the Revolution.
Haj Sadrollah Hashemi
Owner of successful local construction company; supporter of th
revolutionary movement and the post-Revolution movement against Seyyid Ibn Ali.
Haj Fazlollah Rezai Trader from a family that fought against the Askaris during the land reform
struggles; active supporter of the Revolution and a leader in the anti-Seyyid Ibn Ali movement afte
the Revolution.
Haj Baqer Rezai Died during the land reform struggle. Though his death was accidental, the Reza
blamed Seyyid Ibn Ali Askari. According to villagers, the continuing bitter enmity of the Rezai
toward the Askaris was due to Haj Baqer’s death—that and land.
Esmat Ajami Seamstress and young widow; her in-laws, the Saedis, were active in the land reform

struggle and leaders in the post-Revolution movement against Seyyid Ibn Ali; articulate supporter o
the Revolution and the anti-Seyyid Ibn Ali faction; the author’s closest friend in Aliabad.
Haj Hamdullah Saedi Brother-in-law of Esmat Ajami; from the Saedi family active in the lan
reform struggle and post-Revolution movement against Seyyid Ibn Ali.
Hamid Jehangiri Kadkhoda during the fieldwork period.
Majid Jafari From a family active in the struggle against Seyyid Ibn Ali during the land reform
conflict; refused to join the movement against Seyyid Ibn Ali after the Revolution because his wif
was related to him.
Mashd Musa Saedi From a family active in the land reform resistance against Seyyid Ibn Ali; ha
since joined the village administration as a member of the village council and president of th
cooperative.

Chronology of Significant Events

Important regional and national events are indicated in bold.
1800s After first taking it on as a tax farm, the Qavams take over ownership of Aliabad.
1946 Seyyid Yaqub Askari is appointed bailiff, main agent of the landlord in Aliabad.
1946 Tudeh Party representatives come to Aliabad.
August 1953 Prime Minister Mosaddeq is overthrown in a British and American CIA-sponsore
coup. The Shah, who had fled, is brought back to Iran under British and American sponsorship.
Pro-Mosaddeq and pro-Tudeh Party people in Aliabad are punished for their support of the ouste
Prime Minister Mosaddeq by beatings, humiliation, imprisonment and in at least in one case, exile.
1950s The peasant strike occurs in Aliabad.
1958 Government officials attempt to seize Seyyid Ibn Ali Askari’s large stash of opium in Aliabad
1962 Implementation of land reform in Aliabad instigates peasant struggles against Seyyid Ibn A
Askari.
August 10, 1978 Massacre by government forces at the New Mosque and other disturbance
occur in Shiraz.
September 8, 1978 Martial law is imposed in Shiraz and other cities.
November 20, 1978 Massacre occurs at Habib Mosque in Shiraz.
December 7, 1978 Stone throwing is directed by Seyyid Yaqub Askari against a convoy of vehicle
carrying mourners to a town farther up the valley.
December 8, 1978 Pro-Khomeini Kurosh Amini is stabbed by his brother-in-law Mehdi, followed b
people marching and shouting “Death to the Shah” in Aliabad for the first time.
December 10, 1978 Tasua, anniversary of the eve of the martyrdom of Imam Husein,
commemorated with a large revolutionary march in Shiraz.
December 11, 1978 Many village men go to the large Ashura march in Shiraz, then return in a grou
to the Aliabad mosque.
January 5, 1979 The informal group of seyyid women initiate nightly marches against the Shah
government in Aliabad.
January 16, 1979 The Shah leaves the country.
February 1, 1979 Ayatollah Khomeini arrives in Tehran.
February 11, 1979 The government of the Shah and Prime Minister Bakhtiar falls. Mehdi and h
supporters assault Kurosh Amini’s stepfather-uncle.
March 21, 1979 On this Noruz (New Year’s Day), no one visits Seyyid Yaqub Askari, demonstrating
the decline in his influence.
March 30–31, 1979 A national referendum is held on whether to institute an Islamic Republi
government, with possible votes of yes or no. The government reports the results as t% in favor
April 1, 1979 Ayatollah Khomeini declares Iran the Islamic Republic of Iran.
May 14, 1979 Seyyid Yaqub Askari’s son Seyyid Muslem is attacked by the younger brother o
Fazlollah Rezai, who goes unpunished.
October 2, 1979 Seyyid Ibn Ali Askari attempts to divide up some Aliabad land among “needy

villagers who are actually his own relatives and supporters.
October 6, 1979 Seyyid Ibn Ali Askari is imprisoned due to pressure by villagers. He is released fou
days later.
October 11, 1979 Seyyid Ibn Ali Askari is put back in prison after demonstrations and outrage
protest by villagers.
November 2, 1979 Seyyid Ibn Ali Askari’s land is taken over and planted by the peasant faction.
November 4, 1979 The American embassy is occupied by radical students, and America
hostages are seized.
November 16, 1979 Several hundred members of the peasant faction clean out the ditch that bring
irrigation water from Darab and are threatened by attack from residents of this neighboring villag
due to misinformation provided by Seyyid Yaqub Askari’s faction. For the first time, there ar
opposition marches into Aliabad with people shouting slogans against the Askaris, followed by
violent confrontation and the subsequent arrest of some of the Askari faction by the gendarmes.
November 21, 1979 On this first day of the mourning month of Moharram, self-flagellation practice
intensify in Aliabad.
November 28, 1979 Seyyid Ibn Ali Askari is again released from prison.
November 29, 1979 When villagers learn of the release of Seyyid Ibn Ali from prison, they drop the
Tasua mourning commemorations to protest. Assured that he would be reincarcerated, they retur
from Shiraz to Aliabad late at night.
November 30, 1979 The opposition monopolizes Ashura commemoration activities in a forcefu
demonstration of political superiority. Upon conclusion of the mourning at noon, participants marc
to an orchard owned by Seyyid Ibn Ali Askari and tear down the walls, then return for feasts in thre
village homes sponsored by opposition sympathizers.

MAP 1. The walled village of Aliabad and its immediate environs, 1978–1979.

MAP 2. The walled village of Aliabad, 1978–1979.

Introduction

A COMMON EXPLANATION for the 1979 Iranian Revolution was that “modernization” ha
proceeded too rapidly, that people had reacted against the changes related to modernization. Of cours
many Iranians, including religious figures, the conservative bazaris (shopkeepers, owners an
wholesalers in the bazar) and the lower classes, did not like aspects of modernization promoted by th
central government, such as women’s European-style too-revealing clothing, lack of prope
segregation between the sexes and the rule against girls and women wearing scarves or veils
schools and government workplaces. Mohammad Reza Shah Pahlavi seemed more interested
appearances, in a modern-looking style of living, than in real modernization in terms of mo
egalitarian and collaborative relationships in political process and other areas of life.1 Many of th
Shia clergy did not like their loss of power and the land reform they considered to be against Islam
law and that also made them lose sources of wealth.
I came to a different judgment about the connections between modernization and the Revolution
Modernization led to the Revolution in other, more substantial ways. In the process of fieldwork in
community, while working closely with individuals, it was easy to see how the dynamics of econom
and political change were related to people’s decisions to join the revolutionary movement. I foun
that people were reacting not so much against modernization as against insufficient or uneve
modernization. Why should other, richer Iranians have so much more of it than they did? Inequitab
modernization kindled resentment.
Also, modernization in means of communication and transportation helped enable the Revolutio
People could use literacy to write and read the ubiquitous graffiti and the revolutionary fliers. The
could use loudspeakers to reach large audiences at shrines and mosques and demonstrations, casset
tapes and recorders to distribute revolutionary speeches, and radios and televisions to listen to foreig
news broadcasts, especially the BBC. Roads and transportation could bring people from place to plac
to talk and listen and demonstrate and march. Young people gathered with one another in schools an
universities inside Iran and abroad and learned about other societies and political philosophies.
Modernization in the form of many new types of jobs, greatly improved transportation an
communication, and expanding educational opportunities helped enable revolutionary action b
freeing village people from the control of community representatives of the central government
Villagers were no longer dependent upon local politicians for their livelihoods—for access t
agricultural land—and thus were largely out of reach of their political control as well.
Modernization in the form of more effective means of force and control over the population als
prevented kinship-based groups from organizing effectively. The central government could keep i
local representatives in office rather than allow local contenders to fight it out and ratify the winner
office. Before land reform and the strengthening of the central government, community residents we
able to have some effect on political administration, but without such a possibility, people foun
themselves unable to choose new local representatives, and their resentment could only grow. In th
end, modernization of the armed forces, using them to quell dissention, resulted in the stifling o
political action at the local level and therefore the diverting of political dissatisfaction to high
levels, leading ultimately to the rage and action against the Pahlavi regime.
Ultimately, a main reason for the Iranian Revolution was the lack of political modernization.4
political modernization had also taken place, if the central government had been more responsive
the population and allowed participation in government instead of using force to silence dissent, th
Revolution might well have been avoided. Modernization, in the form of expanding and wieldin

against citizens the gendarmes (rural police), police, secret police (SAVAK) and armed forces
succeeded in damming up political action until resentment accumulated and gathered such force that
could overturn a regime. Also, in Aliabad, because of lack of political modernization and therefor
lack of knowledge about alternative ways of approaching political process, villagers returned to the
local taifeh-keshi (political competition and conflict among kinship-based factions), applying th
political paradigm to the 1978–1979 revolutionary process.

A Taifeh-Keshi Struggle from Aliabad History

Shortly after I arrived in Aliabad, during the 1978 fall term, many Iranian university students an
professors went on strike in support of the revolutionary movement against the government o
Mohammad Reza Shah Pahlavi. Because the University of Tehran was basically closed, Hushang, so
of Haidar Amini, came back from Tehran to Aliabad. He described to me a power struggle from
village political history in which his family had been involved that had resulted in a change o
kadkhoda (village headman). It may well have been the last time kinship-based factional confli
brought in a new kadkhoda in Aliabad.

A long time ago, before land reform, we had a fight with the Saedis over a little piece of land. It was when Mulla5 Jamshid [Ajam
was kadkhoda. The Saedis were relatives of Mulla Jamshid because Mulla Jamshid’s daughter was the wife of Haj Ali Panah Saed
son of Haj Khodadad Saedi.6 The Saedis thought that because the kadkhoda was on their side, they could do whatever th
wanted.
One of my cousins, Am Aziz,7 had placed stones around a piece of land that hadn’t yet been planted to show that it was his. T
Saedis wanted to take it. They claimed it was theirs.
One day Am Aziz was taking his cow out the village gate to give it water. Haj Khodadad Saedi’s son hit Aziz and started a figh
Am Aziz left his cow there and went home to tell everyone. My father, Haidar—head of our taifeh [kinship-based political factio
—told everyone to get ready for a fight. Everyone went out. The fight was near Seyyid Rahim’s shop.
We had a big taifeh. Mulla Jamshid had a large group too, and they helped the Saedis. A stone hit the back of Amu Ramazun
head. He fell down. My father—Haidar—shouted, “Bring him into the courtyard”—everyone was screaming that he’d been kill
—“and then let’s go and get revenge.”
The fighting went on. My father gave Haj Khodadad a severe blow on the head with a cudgel, and he fell over.
The fight ended to our advantage. Our taifeh got the plot of land, for two reasons—one, because we were stronger, and tw
because the right was on our side; we had put in the earlier claim. The Saedis thought that since they had the kadkhoda, and h
taifeh was on their side, they’d be able to beat us.
The other side accepted Mulla Jamshid as kadkhoda, and our side supported Haj Manuchehr Zamani. Seyyid Ibn Ali Askari an
Seyyid Yaqub Askari supported my father in this matter. Our side—Seyyid Ibn Ali, Seyyid Yaqub, Haj Manuchehr and so on—
supported Arab, who was the landlord after all. [In formal terms, Asadollah Khan Arab Shaibani was not actually landlord. He w
the agent, serving as intermediary with the kadkhodas, and husband of the absentee Qavam landlord, a female—Khanum Khorsh
Kolah Qavam—who took over Aliabad from the previous Qavam family owner.]8
After this incident, Arab invited everyone to the city and scolded and threatened Mulla Jamshid. He told him, “If you do this so
of thing again, I’ll take over your land and kick you out of the village.”
So this shows that Seyyid Ibn Ali and Seyyid Yaqub were on Arab’s side, that the right was on our side and that Amu Aziz cou
cultivate that piece of land.
A person from Darab was sitting there too. Ali Panah, Mulla Jamshid’s son-in-law, said to this Darabi, “We have more powe
than anyone else in Aliabad. We have so much power that we could even refuse Arab access to the village and refuse access
Seyyid Ibn Ali and Seyyid Yaqub—who are nothing compared with Arab, the landlord after all.”
The people from Darab said back to him, “Then why did you lose?”
The night of the fight, the other side went to Arab and complained, saying, “There was a big fight, and they really beat up eig
or nine of our people.”
They went to complain, but when Arab found out that everyone realized the right was on the side of my father, he took our sid
Later on, Arab said to my father, “Have you opened a butcher shop?” He meant, “You’ve bloodied up so many people.”
Another incident took place about a year later. A lot of rain had fallen and a large pool of water had collected in the open are
just inside the village gate. The water was about to run into our courtyard. My father, Haidar, and my uncles who lived in the sam
courtyard decided to make a ditch through the gate passageway to the outside of the village to let the water out. Mulla Jamsh
said, “If you dig a ditch, the water will get into the storage rooms lining the passageway.”
At the time, the storage rooms were filled with Arab’s wheat. But the rooms were one meter above the level of the road. Sin
the rooms were at a higher level, the water wouldn’t reach them.
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